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Film education & the digital



Film education & the dutch policy 

• Film is not part of the mandatory national curriculum, not even in the 

subject ‘art and culture’

• Schools have time and space to compliment the national curriculum. 

Some schools offer film and media education -> incidental and project 

based.

• Huge difference between primary and secondary school.  



Lobby for film education

• Lobby through: Online petition, letters, speeches, newspaper articles, 

conversations with the ministers Ministry of Education, Culture and 

Science, 'Film teacher of the year'-award for the pioneering teachers, 

seminar for the dutch film industry to engage them, letter of intent signed 

by the Dutch distributors of film to help with educational projects. 



Lobby for film education



Lobby for film education

Seminars
bringing together different 

people, organisations and 

fields



Lobby for film education

'Film teacher of the year'-award 
to turn the spotlights on pioneering teachers in film education



Reformulating the curriculum

• In the middle of reformulating the national curriculum. It is a complex 

process, initiated by the government (the Ministry of Education, Culture 

and Science) and now in the stage of development teams consisting of 

teachers, principals and boards. 

• In the process of reformulating the national curriculum, the whole 

community is invited to think along and give feedback.



Digital literacy



Film = art

Film = medium Film = technique

Film = heritage

Film education in the digital

and many more related subjects, because….



School practice 



Devices



Filmproject



Secondary school



Examples of video’s for education



Groove me







digital tools for film education

Do’s and don’ts

- huge difference between Primary & Secondary Schools

- not to complex

- not to formal

- use existing software / open source tools

Wishlist

- one platform

- curriculum film

- practical lessons for all age groups 



the process of digital tools



digital tools for film education





LessonUp
wishlist
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LessonUp
wishlist



First lessons 
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